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Wizzles back, Wizzles back, somebody tell em BOW
WIZZLES BACK! 
I'm in the new era am aint talking fake caps beamer
benz or bentley no I'm in that Lamborghini and they
saying am the best of they right Evidentially Aint
another youngin in my weight class fucking with me try
to sell some records before you go in and diss me this
is
This is Cash money baby LB Dub baby call me mr.drive
all the fucking ladies crazy and am cane with the driver
yep am quite lazy
And I might just buy ball team like jay-z I anit throwing
up the diamonds I don't rep the rock big bezel homie
yellow diamond on that watch
I stop fucking with these broke hoes and got that boss
chick c.e.o shawty on her own kicks ooo I know you
haters mad at that I run my team
Quarter back this auto-moss shine so bright give your
ass heart attack it's about to get ugly SAM CASSEL up in
this hoe
Ballin like mugzi o-g Kush is what I smoke am finna
some ape shit no monkey business can never stop
ballin when your money is endless well
Holla at your boy then whenever you see me out make
it rain on all the strippers then hit the Waffel house
shout out to the a.t.l 305 I see
You to went offon that boy I stay home on that o.s.u 10
years in this shit and I anit gon give up somebody tell
toilet to tell these boys
To get their shit up it's b to the o dub you don't like me
then so what my haters is so I am immature now grow
up
And my flow is sick go get a bucket and go head throw-
up and I got more girls spellman collage get your hoes
up roger that now go head roger that my
Hands on your girls waist like a fanny pack shout out to
my dj (ill will) ok spit nothing but the heat up on this
microphone d way low cuts caesars
Nigga get eika comfy at the top why you think I got my
feet up joule turn the beat up am about to go phycho
I'm not the one to play with you
Better get Tyco oooo am on one am bouta go hammy
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who you know at 13 was with monndona at the
Grammies boy I do it so big I do it so major I wish that I
was broke because people ask for too many favors
I'm in the flordia with gaters I live in Kenya dimes take
a leer out the gamble down in the Bahamas yeh big
dog status
Tell me what you know about this is my business tell
those bloggers get their nose up out it

Bow wizzles back...
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